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Highlights

Zimtu Price and Volume (1-year)
0.3

➢

This is a supplement to our initiating report published in June 2021.
This report provides an in-depth review of Zimtu’s company creation
process. Please view the initiating report for our rating and valuation.
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Zimtu is an incubator focused on creating and investing in
micro/small-cap companies. Value can be created in the public
company building process. The company offers investors an
opportunity to get exposed to this value creation process.
Zimtu has funded and created several companies. Management has
been operating in the space since the 1990’s.
To minimize risks, Zimtu holds a diversified portfolio of shares of
public and private companies.
We believe one of Zimtu’s key strengths is marketing. After taking
companies public, Zimtu typically offers marketing and administrative
services. By offering these services, Zimtu realizes recurring
revenue, with potential to generate capital gains, if the share prices
of partner companies increase in value.
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12M
64%
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Company Data
52-Week Range
Shares O/S

C$0.14 – $0.30
16M

Market Cap.

C$4M

Current Yield

N/A

P/E (forward)
P/B

N/A
0.2x

*See last page for important disclosures, rating, and risk definitions.
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Company Overview
Incorporated in 2006, Zimtu is focused on creating and building micro/small-cap

Focused on companies, with a special focus on resource exploration and technology.
creating
Value can be created during the public company building process. Early-stage
companies
Management has
been operating in
the space since
the 1990s

Zimtu aims to
capture the value
created during the
public company
building process
(point A to B in the
chart), and the
upside potential
during
discovery/exploration stages (point B
to C) of resource
projects

resource projects are typically purchased/sold for tens or hundreds of thousands
of dollars. However, these same projects could increase in value when they are
incorporated in publicly listed companies with good management teams. This
increase in value associated with the public company creation/building process,
along with the upside potential of early-stage exploration projects, is what Zimtu
tries to capture.
The following chart summarizes Zimtu’s strategy.
Life Cycle of Resource Companies

Most investors
rarely have the
opportunity to
access the
Source: Company
company building
phase (point A to
B), or pre-IPO As Zimtu works on multiple projects/deals at the same time, the company tends to
phase hold a diversified portfolio of shares of junior resource companies (targeting various

commodities), thereby reducing overall risk levels. As the focus is on early-stage
projects, Zimtu's initial capital investment is typically low. This allows Zimtu to
create and advance multiple deals without raising significant capital. As its portfolio
grows, the probability of one or more properties being a success increases.
Zimtu’s two key strengths are company creation and hands-on
consulting/marketing services. Step-by-step details are presented below:
Project Selection
Identify and acquire/option early-stage projects with potential; Zimtu targets a wide
range of commodities, including Electronic Vehicle (EV) metals, critical minerals,
base and precious metals.
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Management Team
After identifying a project, Zimtu installs an experienced management team with
both technical and capital markets experience.
Take Companies Public
Companies created are introduced to Zimtu’s network of investors. After
assembling an initial shareholder-base, ZC takes companies public either through
a Non-Offering Prospectus (“NOP”) or a Reverse Takeover (“RTO”). Both options
are typically cheaper and faster than an Initial Public Offering (“IPO”).
Non-Offering Prospectus (NOP)
Companies can go public by submitting a prospectus to the securities commission,
and a preferred stock exchange. Unlike an Initial Public Offering (IPO), NOP
transactions do not involve any capital raise, and hence are termed “Non-Offering”.
This route is adopted for companies that have sufficient capital (at least 12 months),
and the required capital structure (at least 150 shareholders) for direct listing.
Escrow
agreements
ensure that
insiders and
investors’ interests
are aligned

A prospectus is a very comprehensive document including detailed information of
the subject company, its management, business model, projects, and financial
statements. Exchanges typically require insiders, such as directors, senior officers,
and principal shareholders with 10%+ of the company’s shares, to hold their shares
in escrow. This is to restrict them from selling large blocks of shares immediately
after going public. Generally, 10% of insiders’ holdings are released on listing, and
blocks of 15% are released every six months.
Steps Involved in a NOP
1. Insider Round
➢ This round usually consists of management team, founders, and a small
group of investors.
2. Seed Round
➢ Friends, family members, business associates, high-net-worth accredited
investors, and/or institutional investors join this round.
➢ Seed financings can take place in multiple rounds. Valuations are typically
lower in earlier rounds to attract initial investors.
➢ For its deals, Zimtu typically conducts an initial round at $0.05 per share (with
about 50 shareholders), and a subsequent round at $0.075 (typically 120
shareholders).
3. Going Public
➢ Upon reaching 150 shareholders, and raising $500k-$1M in cash, regulatory
documents are sent over to the securities commission and a preferred stock
exchange for review and approval for listing.
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Reverse Takeover (RTO)
In this scenario, an inactive public company (shell) acquires a private company
seeking to go public. Unlike a NOP, an RTO does not require a prospectus, and
therefore has shorter documentation. Upon completing an RTO, existing
shareholders of the shell typically end up with 5% - 10% equity, and the remaining
90% - 95% will be held by shareholders of the private company. Like a NOP, an
RTO does not require a capital raise if the company has sufficient funds to operate
for a year.
An RTO typically
takes five to six
months

Although NOPs
involve a
prospectus, they
are generally
cheaper and faster
as there is no
need to acquire a
shell

Source: blg.com

Company Creation / Samples
The following are a few samples of how Zimtu created value for early investors.
1. Recent Creations
Zimtu recently assisted two companies to go public – 1) Aduro Clean Technologies
(CSE: ACT/MCAP: $27M) and Core Assets (CSE: CC/MCAP: $15M).
Aduro Clean Technologies

Source: Google Finance and Aduro Clean Technologies
Financings
1. Insider round – 3.6M shares were purchased, at $0.02 per share, by three
shareholders for $72k.
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Zimtu installed a
management team
and a shareholderbase, took the
company public
through an RTO,
and offers marketing
support

2. A seed round of 20M shares at $0.05 per share, by 170 shareholders, for
$1M.
3. Another round of 4.80M shares at $0.25 per share, by 20 shareholders, for
$1.2M.
4. Completed an RTO in 2021

Aduro’s shares are currently trading at $0.75 per share, implying significant upside
for early investors (past performance is not indicative of future results).
Core Assets Corp.

Source: Google Finance and Core Assets Corp.
Financings
1. Insider round – 12.30M shares at $0.02 per share, by 24 shareholders, for
$246k. Zimtu acquired 5.25M shares in this round.
2. Seed rounds totaling 6.94M shares at $0.05 per share, by 132 shareholders,
for $347k.
3. Went public in 2020.

Core’s shares are currently trading at $0.26 per share, implying significant upside
for early investors (past performance is not indicative of future results).
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2. In the Process of Being Listed
Eagle Bay Resources
A junior focused on
rare earth elements

Source: Company
Financings
1. Insider Round-1: 23.3M shares at $0.025 per share, by 14 shareholders, for
$583k. Zimtu acquired 10.5M shares.
2. Insider Round-2: 19M shares at $0.025, by 28 shareholders, for $475k.
Zimtu acquired 10M shares.
3. Seed rounds at $0.075 per share

SWMBRD

Sporting goods
company
Going public through
a NOP

Source: Zimtu
Financings
1. Insider round – 15.2M shares were purchased at $0.035 per share, by 23
shareholders, for $532k. Zimtu purchased 11.9M shares.
2. A seed round of 18.5M shares at $0.05 per share, by 114 shareholders, for
$924k.
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3. Another seed round of 2.4M shares at $0.075 per share, by 49 shareholders,
for $182k.

Ongoing Support for Partner Companies
After taking companies public, Zimtu typically supports its partner companies with
marketing and administrative services. By offering these services, Zimtu realizes
recurring revenues with potential to generate capital gains, if and when share
prices of partner companies increase in value.

ZimtuADVANTAGE
for partner
companies

•

Select few
marketing services
offered by Zimtu

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investor Presentations – media promotions of companies through Facebook
ads (NASDAQ: FB), LinkedIn events (NASDAQ: MSFT), email campaigns to
18,000 investors, livestream on Facebook, YouTube (NASDAQ: GOOGL) and
Twitter (NYSE: TWTR), etc.
Social Media marketing, including paid campaigns
Influencer Marketing – Utilizes 300 plus YouTube influencers focused on
mining and retail investing
Investor Lead Generation – monthly ad campaigns to generate investor
contacts
Reporting – Weekly reports on company activities, and paid ad-reports
Rockstone Research – research reports in English and German are
disseminated through various channels
Media Distribution – distribution of content through media outlets
Question Period – video conferences to connect investors to companies
Video News Releases – company updates through social media and other
channels
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Source: Zimtu
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Current Holdings
The tables below show the company's holdings as of December 20, 2021. We note
that the portfolio is diversified across target commodities and geographical focus.

The top six holdings
dominate the
portfolio, accounting
for 87% of the total

All Public Equity Holdings
EMO

Emerita Gold Corp

1,254,286

$2.900

IMPLIED
MARKET VALUE
$3,637,429

% OF TOTAL
HOLDINGS
29.25%

CC

Core Assets Corp

8,500,000

$0.230

$1,955,000

15.72%

1,447,777

$0.730

$1,056,877

12.75%

5,767,361

$0.260

$1,499,514

12.06%

6,821,599

$0.215

$1,466,644

11.79%

6,920,464

$0.090

$622,842

5.01%

14,760,500

$0.040

$590,420

4.75%

1,250,000

$0.325

$406,250

3.27%

1,199,000

$0.335

$401,665

3.23%

SYMBOL

ACT
ZAIR

Public holdings
valued at $12.4M,
as of December 20,
2021

CCE
ADD
SRE

STOCK

# OF SHARES

Aduro Clean
Technologies
Zinc8 Energy
Solutions
Commerce
Resources
Arctic Star
Exploration
Saville Resources

SHARE PRICE

MGM

Ares Strategic
Mining
Maple Gold Mines

NBLC

Nobel29 Resources

250,000

$0.790

$197,500

1.59%

ALLI

Alpha Lithium

90,450

$1.100

$99,495

0.80%

810,000

$0.115

$93,150

0.75%

1,076,000

$0.080

$86,080

0.69%

400,000

$0.130

$52,000

0.42%

100,000

$0.450

$45,000

0.42%

550,000
570,000

$0.085
$0.075

$46,750
$42,750

0.38%
0.34%

600,000

$0.045

$27,000

0.22%

150,000

$0.150

$22,500

0.18%

326,500

$0.065

$21,223

0.17%

208,333

$0.085

$17,708

0.14%

120,000

$0.115

$13,788

0.11%

ARS

KBG
LWR
OPHR
PMET
MARV
CWM
PEGA
STA
FG
IMCX
SUV

King's Bay
Resources
Lake Winn
Resources
Ophir Gold Corp
Patriot Battery
Metals
Marvel Discovery
Crown Mining
Pegasus
Resources
Sanatana
Resources
Falcon Gold Corp
IMC International
Mining
Suvo Strategic
Minerals

VCV

Vatic Ventures

46,760

$0.250

$11,690

0.09%

IXI

Indigo Exploration

119,167

$0.080

$9,533

0.08%

148,000

$0.035

$5,180

0.04%

226,000

$0.015

$3,472

0.03%

100,000

$0.025

$2,500

0.02%

18,906

$0.115

$2,174

0.02%

230,000

$0.000

$23

0.00%

2,000

$0.240

$480

0.00%

PEI
VPLM
CRV
GPO
NOUV
PNTR
TOTAL

Prospera Energy
Inc.
VOIP-PAL
Cresval Capital
Corp
Gold Port
Corporation
Nouveau Life
Pharmaceuticals
Pantera Silver Corp

54,063,103

$12,436,637

Source: Zimtu website
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Private Equity Holdings – With Intent To Go Public
SYMBOL

STOCK

Private

Investments in
private companies,
and warrants of
publicly listed
companies

# OF SHARES

Eagle Bay Resources

(OTHER)

20,500,000

SWMBRD
1233719 BC Ltd.

11,855,000
1,218,859
33,573,859

(OTHER PRIVATE EQUITY HOLDINGS COMBINED SHARES)

2,579,859

Private
Private
TOTAL

Warrants
Emerita Resources
Arctic Star
Exploration
Ares Strategic
Mining

357,143

EXERCISE
PRICE
$0.15

10,160,000

$0.05

$0.090

$406,400

August 31, 2022

625,000

$0.15

$0.325

$109,375

June 15, 2022

Core Assets

812,500

$0.15

$0.230

$65,000

March 17, 2023

STOCK

# OF WARRANTS

TOTAL (IN THE
MONEY)

11,954,643

(OTHER)

32,851,167

MARKET PRICE

MARKET VALUE

EXPIRY DATE

$2.900

$982,143

August 13, 2022

$1,562,918

Source: Zimtu website
The following table shows ZC’s historical returns vs the benchmark (TSXV). We
note that ZC is a high beta stock as it is focused on early-stage juniors (past
ZC’s one-year and performance is not indicative of future results).
five-year returns
outperformed the
benchmark

ZC
TSXV

1 mo
-8%
4%

Historical Returns
3 mo
6 mo
1 yr
0%
-15%
15%
8%
-3%
7%

3 yr
5%
69%

5 yr
28%
23%

10 yr
-70%
-37%

Source: Google Finance, FRC
The CEO owns
7.2%

Management and Board
Management and Board
David Hodge - President, CEO, and Director
Sean Charland - Director
Chris Grove - Independent Director
Kevin Bottomley - Independent Director
Total

Options
385,000
540,000
350,000
275,000
1,550,000

Shares % of Total
1,166,099
7.2%
66,000
0.4%
1,232,099
7.6%

Source: Company Filings

Brief biographies of the management team, as provided by the company, follow:
David Hodge, President and Director
Mr. David Hodge, President and Director of Zimtu Capital Corp. has an extensive
background in business that includes over 25 years of experience in the
management and financing of publicly-traded companies. Mr. Hodge has been a
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director of mineral exploration companies since 1996, and currently also serves on
the board of Commerce Resources Corp., Zinc8 Energy Solutions, and Core
Assets Corp. Mr. Hodge’s strengths lie in leadership and imaginative direction. His
success has been founded on a belief in team building, consultation and strong
leadership, as well as a willingness to incorporate expert advice into a viable
working enterprise.
Sean Charland, Director
Mr. Sean Charland is a seasoned communications professional with experience in
raising capital and marketing resource exploration companies. His network of
contacts within the financial community extends across North America and Europe.
Mr. Charland serves as a Director of Arctic Star Exploration Corp., Alpha Lithium
Corporation, Binovi Technologies Corp., and Zinc8 Energy Solutions Inc. He is also
the chairman and a director of Maple Gold Mines Ltd. and CEO and director of
Rainy Mountain Royalty Corp.
Chris Grove, Director
Christopher Grove has significant contacts within the financial communities in North
America and Europe, and considerable experience with publicly traded companies.
Mr. Grove is also President and director of Commerce Resources Corp., an
exploration and development company with a particular focus on deposits of rare
earth elements and rare metals.
Kevin Bottomley, Director
Kevin Bottomley is an accomplished capital markets advisor with a key focus on
public venture capital. He is the founder of Corvidian Capital Inc. and is the CEO,
president, and director of King's Bay Resources Corp. Kevin has been
instrumental in raising over $100M for early to mid stage ventures and has a strong
network of global investors spanning from North America to Europe & Asia. Kevin
also serves as a Director to Genix Pharmaceuticals Corp.
Our net rating on the
company’s
management team
is 3.9 out of 5.0

Source: FRC
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Strength of Board
Two out of four
directors are
independent

Source: FRC

Conclusion
We believe Zimtu offers a unique opportunity to gain exposure to the company
creation process. We believe the company’s key strengths include management’s
30+ year track-record, extensive network of investors, strong pipeline of deal flow,
and a strong marketing team/program.

Risks
➢ Junior exploration is a highly speculative industry.
➢ The mining industry is cyclical; a slowdown in the resource sector will
affect Zimtu's returns.
➢ Fluctuations in commodity prices.
➢ Concentration risk; the top six investments account for 87% of the total
portfolio.
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Fundamental Research Corp. Equity Rating Scale:
Buy – Annual expected rate of return exceeds 12% or the expected return is commensurate with risk
Hold – Annual expected rate of return is between 5% and 12%
Sell – Annual expected rate of return is below 5% or the expected return is not commensurate with risk
Suspended or Rating N/A— Coverage and ratings suspended until more information can be obtained from the company regarding recent events.
Fundamental Research Corp. Risk Rating Scale:
1 (Low Risk) - The company operates in an industry where it has a strong position (for example a monopoly, high market share etc.) or operates in a
regulated industry. The future outlook is stable or positive for the industry. The company generates positive free cash flow and has a history of profitability.
The capital structure is conservative with little or no debt.
2 (Below Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry where the fundamentals and outlook are positive. The industry and company are relatively
less sensitive to systematic risk than companies with a Risk Rating of 3. The company has a history of profitability and has demonstrated its ability to
generate positive free cash flows (though current free cash flow may be negative due to capital investment). The company’s capital structure is conservative
with little to modest use of debt.
3 (Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry that has average sensitivity to systematic risk. The industry may be cyclical. Profits and cash
flow are sensitive to economic factors although the company has demonstrated its ability to generate positive earnings and cash flow. Debt use is in line
with industry averages, and coverage ratios are sufficient.
4 (Speculative) - The company has little or no history of generating earnings or cash flow. Debt use is higher. These companies may be in start-up mode
or in a turnaround situation. These companies should be considered speculative.
5 (Highly Speculative) - The company has no history of generating earnings or cash flow. They may operate in a new industry with new, and unproven
products. Products may be at the development stage, testing, or seeking regulatory approval. These companies may run into liquidity issues and may rely
on external funding. These stocks are considered highly speculative.
Disclaimers and Disclosure
The opinions expressed in this report are the true opinions of the analyst about this company and industry. Any “forward looking statements” are our best
estimates and opinions based upon information that is publicly available and that we believe to be correct, but we have not independently verified with
respect to truth or correctness. There is no guarantee that our forecasts will materialize. Actual results will likely vary. The analyst and Fundamental
Research Corp. “FRC” does not own any shares of the subject company, does not make a market or offer shares for sale of the subject company, and
does not have any investment banking business with the subject company. Fees were paid by Zimtu to FRC. The purpose of the fee is to subsidize the
high costs of research and monitoring. FRC takes steps to ensure independence including setting fees in advance and utilizing analysts who must abide
by CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct. Additionally, analysts may not trade in any security under coverage. Our full
editorial control of all research, timing of release of the reports, and release of liability for negative reports are protected contractually. To further ensure
independence, Zimtu has agreed to a minimum coverage term including an initial report and three updates. Coverage cannot be unilaterally terminated.
Distribution procedure: our reports are distributed first to our web-based subscribers on the date shown on this report then made available to delayed
access users through various other channels for a limited time.
The distribution of FRC’s ratings are as follows: BUY (69%), HOLD (5%), SELL / SUSPEND (26%).
To subscribe for real-time access to research, visit https://www.researchfrc.com/website/subscribe/ for subscription options.
This report contains "forward looking" statements. Forward-looking statements regarding the Company and/or stock’s performance inherently involve risks
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ from such forward-looking statements. Factors that would cause or contribute to such differences
include, but are not limited to, continued acceptance of the Company's products/services in the marketplace; acceptance in the marketplace of the
Company's new product lines/services; competitive factors; new product/service introductions by others; technological changes; dependence on suppliers;
systematic market risks and other risks discussed in the Company's periodic report filings, including interim reports, annual reports, and annual information
forms filed with the various securities regulators. By making these forward-looking statements, Fundamental Research Corp. and the analyst/author of
this report undertakes no obligation to update these statements for revisions or changes after the date of this report. A report initiating coverage will most
often be updated quarterly while a report issuing a rating may have no further or less frequent updates because the subject company is likely to be in earlier
stages where nothing material may occur quarter to quarter.
Fundamental Research Corp DOES NOT MAKE ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM USING
THIS INFORMATION AND MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. ANYONE USING THIS
REPORT ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHATEVER RESULTS THEY OBTAIN FROM WHATEVER USE THE INFORMATION WAS PUT TO.
ALWAYS TALK TO YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE YOU INVEST. WHETHER A STOCK SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A PORTFOLIO DEPENDS
ON ONE’S RISK TOLERANCE, OBJECTIVES, SITUATION, RETURN ON OTHER ASSETS, ETC. ONLY YOUR INVESTMENT ADVISOR WHO KNOWS
YOUR UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES CAN MAKE A PROPER RECOMMENDATION AS TO THE MERIT OF ANY PARTICULAR SECURITY FOR
INCLUSION IN YOUR PORTFOLIO. This REPORT is solely for informative purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. It is
not intended as being a complete description of the company, industry, securities or developments referred to in the material. Any forecasts contained in
this report were independently prepared unless otherwise stated and HAVE NOT BEEN endorsed by the Management of the company which is the subject
of this report. Additional information is available upon request. THIS REPORT IS COPYRIGHT. YOU MAY NOT REDISTRIBUTE THIS REPORT
WITHOUT OUR PERMISSION. Please give proper credit, including citing Fundamental Research Corp and/or the analyst, when quoting information from
this report.
The information contained in this report is intended to be viewed only in jurisdictions where it may be legally viewed and is not intended for use by any
person or entity in any jurisdiction where such use would be contrary to local regulations or which would require any registration requirement within such
jurisdiction.
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